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In the last decades, a tendency to extend the domain of “fuzzy” measurements of multiparametric quantities to the
field of humanities has been observed. In the measurement process, the “fuzzy” measurements should meet the
requirements of metrological traceability. The paper deals with the approach proposed for developing a
measurement model of “fuzzy” measurements. The approach suggested is illustrated by an example of a model for
measuring the emotions contained in musical fragments. The model is based on the hypothesis that permits to explain
the origination of emotions in the evolution process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An uncertainty value estimate in measuring Y consists of
both a definitional uncertainty caused by some inaccuracy of
the proposed measurement model and uncertainty of αi.
The multiparametric measurements are rather widely
spread. During many years, they have been often used in
order to identify substances, to measure colour, to diagnose
machines, etc. In principle, the development of the
corresponding measurement models is not too difficult.
Measurements in the domain of humanities are connected
with the necessity to solve significant problems, because in
many cases all proposed measurement models are of a
phenomenological nature, i.e. they depend upon subjective
ideas. Therewith, an experimental proof of their
effectiveness (for the required field of application) is timeconsuming and causes significant expenses. (Efficiency of a
measurement model is inversely proportional to a definite
uncertainty).
Usage of the phenomenological measurement model
grounded for measurements in a narrow domain, can lead to
serious mistakes outside the limits of this domain, which
cannot be strictly controlled in many cases. For example,
estimation of the recruit health on the basis of the results of
a legal procedure of medical examination ignores a
probability of rare diseases.
To decrease the amount of research work and probability
of crude errors, it is expedient to seek a widely-defined
measurement model relying on physical, biological,
sociological, economical or other regularities (depending on
the field of measurements). In this case, the probability to
reveal the most significant αi can be increased. It is
necessary to measure αI values according to the established
measurement procedures. They should have a reference for
comparison.
The efficiency of such an approach can be demonstrated
using the development of a “fuzzy” measurement model for
determining various emotional responses to music fragments
(or other acoustic fragments). Solving this problem will be
useful for music theory, creation of new musical
instruments, automatic translation of speech, and a lot of
other applications.

AST DECADES in the field of humanities have been
marked by an evident tendency to intensify
measurements performed with measuring instruments.
As a rule, the corresponding measurands are
multiparametric [1] – [6]. These measurands refer to the
properties of material objects such as taste or odour, as well
as to the psycho-physiological features of people such as
their ability to keep in mind and recognize emotional
content of artworks or literature, etc. Examples of similar
tasks of the “fuzzy” measurements can be found in the EU
project “Measuring the Impossible”. In many cases, such
measurements have the following feature: at first, the
availability of some property is determined (e.g., the
presence of orange odour), then a quantitative estimate of
intensity and additional characteristics are given.
In order to make measurement results comparable, it is
necessary to provide the metrological traceability of these
results, i.e.:
• to provide the possibility of relating a measurement
result to a reference which is specified and available for
measuring or reproducing,
• to accompany a measurement result with evaluation of
its uncertainty.
In the general case, the requirement of metrological
traceability can be interpreted as the need to have:
• measurement model grounded for the conditions of a
task being solved;
• appropriate function Y = f(α1, αi …αk), linking
measurand Y with measured parameters αi,,
where k is the number of various parameters, 1 < i ≤ k (it
is desirable to minimize the number of various k- parameters
at a required accuracy of the model);
• reference for comparison, established for each
parameter being measured. The reference “can be a
definition of a measurement unit through its practical
realization, or a measurement procedure..., or a
measurement standard” [7].
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2. THE MODEL FOR MEASUREMENTS OF EMOTIONAL

For living creatures that left the ocean and settled on land,
a system providing the sense of touch became the most
important sensor system. The sense of touch is related to the
ability to perceive medium pressure changes (waves)
caused, for example, by an earthquake or a moving body.
Since the auditory ability is the ability to perceive pressure
variations (waves) in air, it is possible to make a conclusion
that a foretype of the auditory system originated at the
earliest stages of life formation. The sense of touch is
inherent in the majority of living creatures.
The natural selection caused the genesis of unconditioned
reflexes of living creatures, including those with a weakly
developed nervous system. These reflexes are related to
responses to certain changes of environmental pressure and
became foretypes of emotions.
In particular, it is known that an approaching tsunami
generates waves within the infrasound frequency range and
in a lower part of the sound frequency range. (Hereinafter,
the above ranges will be referred to as the IFR). These
waves propagate in water and give rise to a specific
behaviour of living inhabitants of seas and oceans, including
medusas, i.e. their attempt to escape. To a certain degree, a
similar response is typical for animals living on land. This
effect can be explained as follows.
When reptiles left water and settled on land where the
density of the environment around a large part of their
bodies became significantly lower, their sensitivity to the
IFR waves giving danger signals decreased.
The necessity for reptiles to keep their ability to perceive
IFR information of vital importance has resulted in the
appearance of more developed hearing aids. The living
creatures gained the possibility to perceive the IFR waves
both directly and indirectly by using:
• tactile system perceiving mechanical IFR waves and
• “ear-brain” system perceiving air waves of the sound
frequency range (SFR) and then recognizing the
corresponding IFR waves in some way. (The SFR is limited
for man by a range of approximately (14-16) Hz – 16 kHz,
as for other living creatures with the ability to hear, these
limits can be a little bit shifted.)
There are many examples which prove that animals
perceive IFR waves as cues carrying emotions [18] - [25].
The well-known experiments, including those performed by
Dr. R. Wood [26], have shown that IFR waves can cause
panic, i.e. they are emotionally important for a man too.
The IFR waves of a specific amplitude and frequency are
the signal-stimuli which define an elementary emotional
response. This response is an emotional stress that prepares
some subsequent action. It precedes the sense of fear,
aggression, or happiness, depending on additional
information.
A response to important signal-stimuli is determined, to a
great extent, by closeness of their frequency values to the
frequency of biorhythms [11]. Emotions of living creatures
at the first stage of their existence were associated with
danger threatening an individual organism (negative
emotions). Therefore, the first emotions of living creatures
were negative rather than positive ones. The majority of
sounds the animals emit are actually caused by negative
emotions [27], [28].

RESPONSE OF A LISTENER

A. The hypothesis proposed
Emotions arise in an individual in the course of perceiving
the reality, i.e. life. Information generates some emotions,
and corresponding information is transferred by emotions
too. According to [8], the emotions motivate, organize and
guide the perception, thought, and actions.
Generally, in the models used for measuring emotions,
panel or jury testing methods are applied. In some cases,
such measurements are accompanied by an analysis of
biophysical parameters of listeners. The measurements of
this type permit to evaluate a response of “testees” a
posteriori. These measurement results contribute to a better
understanding of general regularities of emotion origination.
The emotions accompanying the human perception of
acoustical impacts can be estimated a priori only with the
help of measurements of a set of parameters characterizing
these impacts. For the corresponding measurement model,
the most distinguished parameters αi could be the
parameters similar to those characterizing physiological
processes, e.g. frequency of a process, its intensity, etc.
To develop such a measurement model, the authors have
proposed a hypothesis and briefly grounded it in [9]-[13].
Any acoustical impact carrying emotional information
contains signal-stimuli, the perception and recognition of
which in the corresponding sequence cause generation of
emotions. In its turn, each of these signal-stimuli can be
characterized either by one parameter or by a number of
them. The parameters of the signal-stimuli can be measured
and related to the known measurement units.
In other words, for such a model the emotion Y(αi) can be
expressed as:
Y = f[Х1(α1, αi …αk,), Х2(α1, αi …αk,),., Хm(α1, αi …αk,)],
where:
Х1, Х2,… Хm are the signal-stimuli;
m is the number of various signal-stimuli generating a
complete set of the emotions examined.
In the process of measuring the emotions which are
present in acoustical impacts, solution of the problem to
develop a model can be brought to revealing both the above
signal-stimuli and parameters characterizing them.
First of all, it is necessary to prove the availability of a
relationship between the model parameters and listeners’
expected response to the corresponding acoustic impact. To
develop a model, the evolutionary analysis of appropriate
sensor systems [14] – [17] was applied. (All the references
are illustrative rather than exhaustive.)
Living creatures have acquired sensor systems to provide
themselves with the ability to adapt to changes of the
environment. The sensor systems became means
contributing to perceiving signals (cues) which stimulated
readiness for actions connected with approaching natural
disasters, enemies, as well as “food” or male (female)
animals.
Here the term “signal” means a change in the environment,
which takes place within a rather short time period, e.g. a
roar, blow, light flash.
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With increase of the order, the amplitude of combination
component decreases quickly, but irregularly, because the
amplitude value depends also on the fact whether pk is even
or odd. Subject to the polynomial coefficient describing the
nonlinearity of the converter, usually an additional
suppression of the even or odd order intermodulation
components takes place. However, in practice, this effect
can be seen only at comparably small values of pk.
(approximately up to pk.=5).
As the authors suppose, in an “ear–brain” system, the
acoustic SFR waves of some frequencies are memorized and
nonlinearly converted. After that, the IFR intermodulation
components which give rise to a vitally important response
are selected from the output signal spectrum [12].
The basic model being considered is the most important
part of the model for measuring emotions "contained" in
acoustic impacts.
However, in accordance with the above idea of the sensor
system evolution, the basic measurement model for
mammals, including humans, should be supplemented by a
linear converter of acoustic waves. This converter identifies
the parameters of emotions originating much later, including
those related to the development of communication between
living creatures with the help of acoustic signals. At the
same time, in applying this model, it should be taken into
account that the level and frequency of signals emitted by
mammals increase with an increase of emotional excitement
[27, 35, 36]. This effect can be explained by the fact that
with an increase of the level and frequency of a SFR signal
(e.g. an alarm signal calling for help), the radius of its
propagation increases. This radius should be greater for a
weak animal to survive.
The grounds of developing the described measurement
model on the basis of biological evolution are confirmed by
observations of mutual understanding of an emotional state
by mammals and man [27], [35], [36], [38].

The genesis of a community (a swarm, flock, pack, or
family) has given rise to a need of a member of such a
community to transfer information to other members of the
community, which can be negative due to an alarm emotion,
positive due to availability of food or a victory gained in
struggle for survival, or even neutral (acoustic identification
of male or female animal). The development of human
society is connected with a more noticeable differentiation
of situations and more developed palette of emotional
responses.
When the number of the IFR wave parameters is
extremely small, a single way for an animal or a man to
enrich emotional information being transferred is to create
emotional images using small groups (ensembles) of signalstimuli, and then to produce more substantial information
(emotional content) integrating a sequence of such images.
Such a structure resembles a speech structure with a limited
number of sounds, incommensurably wider set of words and
practically the unlimited possibility to transfer substantial
logical information.
According to the famous biologist Prof. Dolnik, the CroMagnon man (unlike the Neanderthal man) survived
because he managed to enrich the emotional SFR waves he
used, having put into them an emotionally rich logical
content: he learned the art of speech [29]. Prof. Mithen has
also come to this idea [30].
Therefore, the frequency and level of the IFR signalstimuli (or some other parameters similar to them) can be
accepted as parameters α1 and α2 of the basic measurement
model of emotions contained in acoustical impacts, while
groups containing a sequence of signal-stimuli can be used
as emotional images.
For this model, a mechanism for selecting signal-stimuli
from air waves of the SFR is explained below.
As it is known, when the conversion function of a
converter is non-linear, an output signal spectrum becomes
“richer” than an input one. If the input signal spectrum
includes waves of two or more main frequencies, in the
spectrum of output signals some intermodulation products
are formed [31] – [34].
An intermodulation component of the spectrum at the
output of the non-linear converter is characterized by its
frequency fk and order pk,. The frequency of the
intermodulation component is described by (1):

f

k

m
= ∑ ni f i ,
i =1

B. Calculation method
To verify the proposed hypothesis and basic model of
emotion measurement, the calculations of the parameters of
intermodulation components arising in a non-linear
converter, were performed. The intermodulation products
were obtained as a result of interaction of the simplest sets
of acoustic waves.
For such sets, the reference (basic) elements of musical
tonalities were used.
Classical tonal music applies major and minor keys. The
sound scale of a modern equal tempered tune (12-tone equal
temperament) overlaps by 9 octaves the range from 16.35
Hz to 7902.13 Hz [39]. Only single samples of an organ
reproduce the sounds of organ music beginning from 8 Hz.
To present day, in addition to the equal tempered tuning, the
ancient Pythagorean tuning is applied [39] - [45]. In spite of
its well-known drawbacks, it enables to achieve a greater
expressiveness of musical phrases. It is logical, that
vocalists and musicians playing the instruments with a
changing pitch, often “tweak” the tuning in real
performances, away from equal temperament [42], [43].
The basic elements of musical tonalities are tonic thirds
and triads [44] - [48].

(1)

where ni is the positive or the negative integer, or ni =0;
fk are the frequency values related to input interactive waves;
m is the number of input interactive waves of different
frequencies.
The order pk is the sum of sequence numbers of the
harmonics which interact, generating the intermodulation
component. It is described by (2):

m
p = ∑ n
k
i
i =1

(2)
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In [49], it is proved by experiments that some chords
(intervals) consisting of two sine waves, including tonic
thirds, are identified as emotionally coloured (they have
emotional meaning). This is particularly true for the
professional musicians. However, the emotional judgments
of the intervals are also reliable for "amateurs" (who have
learned to play an instrument since childhood) and, to a
lesser degree, for "naive" listeners (who have never been
taught to play any musical instrument). It follows from this
statement that a set of intervals, e.g. a triad, has an
emotional colour too. Such a conclusion corresponds to the
point of view given in [50]. The author of [50] considers the
tonic triads and thirds as having an emotional colour.
The third is built of two notes. The major tonic third
includes tonality steps I (a tonic) and III, while the minor
tonic third includes steps I and -III, where “-” means the
semitone decrease of a step. Step III (for the major
tonalities) and step -III (for the minor tonalities) mainly
determine the key colour [44]- [46], [48], [49].
The tonic triad for any tonalities is a chord consisting of
three notes. The lowest of these notes is a tonic (step I). The
tonic triad includes steps I, III and V for the major tonalities,
as well as steps I, -III and V for the minor tonalities [46],
[48], [51]. For example, the C major tonic triad consists of
notes C, E, and G, while the С minor tonic triad consists of
notes C, E flat, and G.
If the infrasound frequency range is limited by the
frequency of 14 Hz from above, then it is easy to prove that
in a lower part of the great octave, in the contra and subcontra octaves, the tonic third and triad frequency
differences are in the IFR. Since formation of such IFR
intermodulation components (the second order components)
is typical both for the major and minor, these octaves are
non-informative. (Since the boundaries of infrasound
frequencies have been chosen approximately, the boundaries
of a “non-informative” part of the range are approximate
too).
If we consider the tonic thirds and triads in a higher part of
the second octave and even in the next octaves, then for
these thirds and triads only the high order intermodulation
products in IFR can be obtained (their amplitude will be
very small), i.e. the infrasound waves practically disappear
from the intermodulation spectrum in these octaves.
Therefore, the calculations have been made for chords
with frequencies related to the small, first and second
octaves. These chords were simulated on the basis of
harmonic (sine) waves in twelve major and twelve minor
tonalities using the equal tempered tuning and the
Pythagorean one. For dominating regularities to be revealed,
appropriate sharp and flat tonalities were considered as
being enharmonically equivalent. The frequency of note A
in the first octave was equal to 440 Hz.
In the investigation, the original method of calculation
[52] – [54], which is a part of the methodology of frequency
converter analysis and synthesis, developed by one of the
authors of this paper, was applied. The method relies on the
theory of continued fraction (chain sequence).
The intermodulation product parameters (fk and pk) were
separately calculated for tonic thirds and triads of the equal
tempered tuning and Pythagorean one.

3. RESULTS
A. Signal-stimuli
The calculation has shown that on interaction in a nonlinear converter, the sine waves included in the major tonic
thirds (for both the equal tempered and Pythagorean tuning),
generate the intermodulation components of the infrasound
frequency range (from 5 Hz and higher). These components
are characterized by the ninth order (p=9).
For the minor tonic thirds, the infrasound intermodulation
products (from 7 Hz and higher) have a higher order (p=11),
i.e. they are of a significantly lower level.
This difference between the major and minor tonalities is
much more observable for the tonic triads.
For all major tonalities, at the output of the non-linear
converter, the waves corresponding to the tonic triads
produce the infrasound intermodulation components with
p=4 (from 2.8 Hz and higher). In the minor tonic triads, the
infrasound intermodulation components with p=4 are not
generated. For the major and minor tonalities of the equal
tempered tuning, which have the same tonic, the
intermodulation components of the same frequency with a
higher order (p=5) are generated. They are the result of
interaction of steps I and V, which are common for the tonic
triads with the same tonic. The “background” of the higher
order combinations does not affect the identification of the
major or minor keys. Obviously, in the major music the
level of “background” is relatively low. The reason can be
related to the fact that the order of the corresponding
“background” waves is greater. Moreover, the order of
dominating infrasound components is the even integer
(pk=4), while the order of “background” infrasound waves is
the odd integer (pk=5). The last circumstance causes an
additional suppression of the “background” components.
Fig.1a illustrates the distinction of tonic triads of various
major tonalities. In Fig.1a, the relationship between
frequency values of the infrasound intermodulation
components (p=4) and tonics (with the increase of tonic
frequency) is shown for the equal tempered and Pythagorean
tuning.
For the equal tempered tuning, the level of the fourth order
frequency components monotonically increases with an
increase of the tonic frequency. For the Pythagorean tuning,
this dependence is not monotonic.
For the major tonalities, the distinction of the C-sharp
major (D-flat major), F-sharp major (G-flat major) and, to a
lesser extent, that of the A-flat major, can be noticed. Their
tonic triads are characterized by a lower frequency of the
infrasound intermodulation components as compared to the
corresponding triads of the other tonalities, the values of
frequency being the intermediate ones for A-flat major.
For the minor tonalities of the equal tempered tuning
(Fig.1b), the frequency of the infrasound components
monotonically increases in the same way as for the major
ones. However, the order of the intermodulation components
is higher: p=5. For the Pythagorean tuning, this dependence
is not monotonic. Here three groups can be singled out.
The first group includes the G-sharp minor (A-flat minor)
and D-sharp minor (E-flat minor). For their tonic triads, the
order of the infrasound components (p=5) is lower (the level
is higher) than for the other triads.
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The second group of the F minor and B minor is
characterized by the fact that the order of the infrasound
intermodulation components (p=9) is much higher than for
other tonalities. Accordingly, the level of these components
is significantly lower.
In the third group including the remaining minor tonalities,
the order of the infrasound intermodulation components is
equal to 6.

a much higher level than for the minor tonalities. The
difference in emotional perception of the major and minor
keys corresponds to the difference in the infrasound
intermodulation component spectra.
2. The level of the IFR waves for the tonic thirds is much
lower than that for the corresponding tonic triads. The
biophysical premises for emotional distinction of tonic
thirds are significantly weakened.
3. In the lower and higher parts of the sound scale, the
difference in the IFR spectrum decreases significantly. This
effect explains a “blooming” of the key colour near the
sound scale boarders: in the lower part, music has a “major”
hint, and in the higher part, it has a “minor” hint.
4. The range of speech sounds is practically identical to
the middle part of the sound scale.
5. Since the resolution of the non-linear converter (“earbrain” system) is finite, when the volume of sound is low,
the emotional difference of the major and minor keys
decreases. When the sound volume grows, the difference
becomes evident.
6. Within an octave, the frequency of the IFR
intermodulation components depends on a tonic.
7. For the ancient Pythagorean tune, the difference
between various tonalities (as used here) is significantly
greater than for the equal tempered one.
8. In the equal tempered tuning, there is a common
“background” of the IFR intermodulation components for
both the major and minor tonic triads. Apparently, this is an
additional reason why the expressiveness of the equal
tempered tuning decreases in comparison with the
Pythagorean one.
9. The major and minor triads are recognized by listeners
not only in case when the triads are performed
simultaneously (in chords), but also when they are
performed consecutively [50], [55]. This proves the idea that
the “ear-brain” system is characterized by a delay effect
(memory). (In [56], the shortest time interval necessary to
cause the emotions is estimated as 2.5 - 3 s. The authors of
[57] evaluate the duration of the initial (hidden) time of
emotion generation as 0.15 - 0.30 s. These data enable to
obtain a quantitative estimate of the time delay).

a)

b)
Fig.1. Relationship between frequency values of the infrasound
intermodulation components and tonics (with the increase of tonic
frequency).
Tonic triads. Equal tempered (eql) and Pythagorean (Pyth) tuning.
(The “background” components are not shown).
a) for all major tonalities (p=4),
b) b) for all minor tonalities (p=5, p=6, p=9)

B. The simplest emotional images
Identification of the emotions caused by the signal-stimuli
and their ensembles should be based on statistically reliable
estimates of the emotional responses of listeners.
In musicology, the tonalities are considered in accordance
with their position in the circle of fifths [44 – 46], where the
tonalities are located with an interval of 3.5 tones. The
tonalities adjacent in the circle of fifths are called attendant,
since a listener instinctively feels a link between them.
It should be noted that a sequence of three attendant tonic
triad chords built up at steps I; IV;V, as a rule, contribute to
strengthening the music expressiveness. (E.g., for the C
major tonality, this sequence corresponds to a sequence of
three tonic triads: C major, F major, and G major).
Statistically reliable expert judgments of a listeners’
response to fragments of classical musical compositions [50]
give a basis for the conclusion that the simplest emotional
image is formed by the sequence of no less than three IFR

For the tonic thirds, some dependencies, similar to those
shown in Fig.1, take place too. However, they are weaker,
because the level of the corresponding infrasound
intermodulation components is much lower. Also it is
important what kind of tuning (the equal tempered tuning or
the Pythagorean one) is applied.
The results of calculation and analysis of the well–known
facts related to music perception demonstrate that:
1. The waves included in the tonic triads and thirds,
interacting in the non-linear converter, cause an
intermodulation product spectrum containing infrasound
waves.
In the middle part of the sound scale, the major tonalities
are characterized by the IFR intermodulation components of
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waves which usually corresponds to the sequence of the
attendant tonality chords. The images can cause a varied
emotional response, e.g. contemplativeness, aloofness, or
joy. When the sequence of the IFR signal-stimuli changes, a
new emotional image is generated. [12].
(It is necessary to accentuate that in order for a verbal
statement to be understandable, its form should be trinomial
(obvious or implicit). This was noticed by the famous
Russian physiologist of the 19-th century I.M. Sechenov:
“For all peoples of all centuries, all tribes and all stages of
intellectual growth and development, the verbal way of
thinking in its simplest form is reduced to our trinomial
sentence. In particular, thanks to this, we understand with an

а) F-sharp major,
“contemplativeness”
(E. Grieg. In spring,
op.43)

e) A-flat minor,
“aloofness”
(F. Schubert. Barcarolle,
op.60)

equal easiness the thoughts of an ancient man, left in written
records of the past, thoughts of a savage and those of a
contemporary” [58]. In [59], the significance of the
trinomiality (ternarity) in the evolution is fundamentally
grounded with regard to various spheres).
Fig.2 illustrates the generation of the simplest emotional
images on the basis of a sequence of chords built up at steps
I; IV; V. For the Pythagorean tuning, in the small octave
Fig.2, a), b), c), and d) shows the frequency and order of the
intermodulation components for a number of major
tonalities. The frequency and order of the intermodulation
components of some minor tonalities are shown in Fig.2 e),
f), g), h).

b) A-flat major,

с) H major,

d) A major,

“great energy and joyful
mood” (F. Chopin. Polonaise
No 6, op.53)

“energy, triumph with a
transfer to calm and harmony”
(F.Shubert. Ave Maria, op.32)

“happiness”
(E. Grieg. Norwegian dance,
op.35)

f) H minor,

g) E minor,

h) C sharp minor,

“aloofness, transfer from
“melancholy, dreaminess”
mournful insensibility to tragic
(J. Massenet. Elegy, op.10)
mood” (F. Chopin. Death
march, Sonata No 2, part 3,
op.35)
Signs and symbols:

“fantasy, dream, transfer from a
day-dream to aloofness and
grief” (L. Beethoven. Sonata
No 14 (Moonlight sonata),
part 1, op.27)

the domain
of deltarhythms

the domain
of thetarhythms

the domain
of alpharhythms

the domain
of betarhythms

р=4

р=5

р=6

р=9

Fig.2. Formation of the simplest emotional images on the basis of the sequence of chords (steps I-IV-V) in the small octave
(axis of abscissa is frequency f, Hz, ordinate axis is a step number).

It is interesting that the character of the functions
presented in the space of biorhythms, enables to judge about
the emotional colour of an image.
Between the emotional response to graphical
representation of the emotional images shown in Fig.2 and
the emotional response to the corresponding musical
fragments, some correlation can be noticed . Rising of the
curves corresponds to a hope for something better, as well as
to a joyful mood. “Dipping” of the curves is associated with
expectation of some bad mood. The perception is influenced
by steepness of the curve rising and “dipping”. To all

appearance, this correlation is caused by similarity of the
models of acoustical and visual impact perception.
C. Relationships between signal-stimuli frequencies and
emotional image being formed
Further detailing of the measurement model requires
revealing a relationship between signal-stimuli parameters
and emotions. One of the objects to be studied is the field,
where the spectrum of the simplest emotional images has a
bright and clear emotional colour. Therefore, at the new
stage of investigation, a special consideration was given to
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the analysis of ethnic and ancient religious music with a
known mood.
With that end in view, at the D.I. Mendeleyev Institute for
Metrology, software “Music 1.0” intended for analyzing
sound files of wav-format, was developed. Software
includes a virtual four-pole network, the conversion function
of which is described by a polynomial of the power that is
not higher than 11. A power of the polynomial, coefficients
of the latter “k”, as well as measurement time and delay time
are set by a user. The measurement time should be less than
a half of the input signal duration.
Software enables to calculate the spectrum of input and
output data by executing the Fourier-transform. The latter
provides visualization of frequency decomposition of a
complicated stationary signal into the simplest wave
functions. The frequency range of the spectrum analyzed at
the output of the four-pole network can be adjusted within a
wide range.
With the help of the above version of software, we
analyzed the fragments of African ethnic music (GUEM)
with the specific titles “Festival”, “Fear”, and “Nightmare”,
performed on drums and recorded as wav-files. Fig.3 shows
the IFR spectra at the four-pole network output.

spectra which determine an expected emotional response of
listeners.
To reveal the emotional content of the images, it is
necessary to analyze the relationship between the frequency
values of the IFR maximums and biorhythm frequencies.
A minimum frequency of a signal-stimulus for the
fragment “Festival” is close to 4 Hz, which corresponds to
the domain of theta-rhythms; for the “Fear” the minimum
frequency decreases approximately to 2.8 Hz, passing into
the domain of delta-rhythms; for the fragment “Nightmare”
it falls down and becomes less than 2 Hz.
The “Festival” is characterized by a comparatively low
level of maximums in the band of the 2nd and 3rd
harmonics of the signal-stimuli (the domain of alpharhythms). At the same time, these maximums are smooth.
The spectra generated by the “Fear” and especially by the
“Nightmare” contain an increased number of maximums,
which are sharper than for the “Festival”.
For the “Fear”:
• in the range of the 2nd harmonic of a signal-stimulus (in
the domain of theta – rhythms), the maximum is “blurred”,
• in the range of the 3rd and 4th harmonics (in the domain
of alpha – rhythms), the maximums are higher than the 1st
one.
• even in the range of the 5th harmonic (in the domain of
beta – rhythms) the value of the maximum and square under
it are close to those for the 1st harmonic.
The “Nightmare” generates noticeable maximums near the
2nd and 3rd harmonics of the signal-stimulus (in the domain
of delta–rhythms), some peaks (including the highest one
near 7 Hz) in the domain of theta–rhythms, and significant
maximums in the domains of alpha- and beta–rhythms.
The relationship between activated brain biorhythms and a
state of a wakeful man is shown in Table 1.
Information given in Table 1 is in good agreement with the
data of the IFR spectrum analysis (Fig.3). The analysis
shows that the frequency of a signal-stimulus determines the
basic emotion. When the signal-stimulus appears in the
domain of delta-rhythm frequency, the mood of a listener
becomes anxious. The less the frequency of the signalstimulus, the higher is the level of an expected danger.
Combination of a signal-stimulus and additional
components of the frequency spectrum generates an
emotional image. Stress mobilizes attention and muscular
activity, which are proved by a significant increase of the
level of alpha– rhythm and, to a lesser extent, of beta—
rhythm (“Fear”).
Uncertainty of an anxiety source together with feelings of
the increased danger (“Nightmare”), intensify the search of
recollections and associations which could be used to
develop an activity program. This is shown by a rise of the
level of waves in the domain of theta-rhythms. The
spectrum peaks in the domain of alpha- and beta-rhythms
are smoothed, cover smaller areas and have a lower level.
This demonstrates that the program of listeners’ activities
has not been found.
The emotion related to the “Festival” reflects the
recollections of bygone successes and gives an associative
hope for future victories, which is stimulated by a signal of
the theta-rhythm frequency. At the same time, the level of

a)

b)

c)
Fig.3. Spectra of the IFR intermodulation components after nonlinear conversion of the input data
(axis of abscissa is the frequency, Hz; ordinate axis is the level of
spectrum components determined in conventional units).
a) “Festival”, b)”Fear”, c) “Nightmare”

As the spectrum of the drum sound lies in the band of low
frequencies, for a greater obviousness, the conversion
function was assumed as the quadratic one (k=2). The
measurement time was set to approximately 4 s.
An opportunity for measuring the emotions contained in
music fragments is illustrated by examples given below.
Fig.3 demonstrates the difference of the IFR wave spectra
and a small number of maximums (signal-stimuli) in these
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attention to environmental conditions and mobilization of
muscular activity are at the background (usual) level.
The examples given prove the opportunity to decode the
emotional content of music fragments, under the influence
of which a number of the IFR signals are generated
practically at the same time.
Moreover, decoding of the mood influenced by each
signal-stimulus enables to develop the above estimates of
the emotional content of the simplest images caused by the
sequence of tonic triads (Fig.2). Examples of the emotional
content of the simplest images are given in Table 2.

In the last decades, a special technology of mental audio
guidance (Hemi-Sync), developed and patented by Mr. R.
Monroe, has been comprehensively discussed. This
technology is based on the linear conversion of waves (on
the so called “binaural effect “), i.e. on the perception of
“non-existent” sounds generated by beatings of acoustic
waves, which are perceived by each ear separately [60]. The
technology effectiveness is explained by a directed
stimulation of the brain, which is performed at coincidence
of the binaural beating frequency with the frequency of
brain biorhythms.
The acoustic beating impact on the state of a listener
agrees with the above hypothesis. However, the above
explanation of the emotions contained in acoustic fragments
by the binaural effect only, is at variance with the fact that
music excites even those listeners, one ear of whom has
been injured. Moreover, the binaural effect does not explain
the variety of emotional responses to acoustic impacts.
The model developed by the authors enables to create a
special measuring instrument that will make it possible to
evaluate the “emotionality” of music without bias. The scale
of such an emotion measuring instrument is
multiparametric. Each emotional image should be estimated
on the basis of a combination of several IFR wave
parameters, measured at adjacent time intervals. The method
of constructing this scale is illustrated by the above
examples. If a sequence of the IFR signal-stimuli changes, a
new emotional image is generated. Its colour depends on a
previous and/or subsequent emotional image.
A sequence of the simplest emotional images determines
the emotional content of a musical fragment. It is natural,
that identification of the emotions generated by the music
fragments played backward, is disturbed. It is typical for
both representatives of Western culture and listeners from
an ethnic group called Mafa (Cameroon) [61].
It should be emphasized, that the main simplest emotional
images depend on the biological background developed in
the process of evolution. Therefore, the emotional response
of people with healthy psyche, who are in a balanced state
of mood, to these signal-stimuli and images has to be
characterized by a sharp peak of its distribution irrespective
of the culture these people belong to.
This statement is confirmed by the investigations [49],
[61].
The possibility to apply the same approach to decoding
the fragments of African ethnic music and harmonic tonal
music shows that this approach is a universal tool for
measuring the emotions generated by music of various
types.
From the above it follows that the type A evaluation of
measurement uncertainty mainly depends on the health state
and mood of “testees”. The psyche of listeners is also under
the influence of external factors, such as colour and
illumination of premises, unwanted sounds or noises, etc.
To decrease the uncertainty, it is useful to perform a
preliminary emotional adjustment of “testees”, i.e. to
remove their intrinsic stress, prepare them to an experiment
and so on [62]. Essentially, an overture performed before an
opera serves the same purpose.

Table 1. State of a wakeful man and activated brain biorhythms
BioFrequency range,
State of a wakeful man
rhythm
Hz
Delta0.5 – 3.5
Interest of a man in something; some
rhythm
types of a stress; increase of hormone
production, which contributes to
physical reconditioning
Theta4.0 – 7.5
Generation of bright images,
rhythm
recollections, and unexpected
associations
Alpha8.0 – 11.5
Improvement of sensibility, sharp
rhythm
increase of muscular activity
Beta12.0 – 29.5
Intensification of attention, mental
rhythm
strain, emotional excitement
Table 2 Examples of emotional content of the simplest images
Tonality Mood according to
[50]
F-sharp Contemplativeness
major

Mood according to results of the
biorhythm analysis
Recollections and associations
with the background of a deep
grief
Hope on some better after tragedy

A-flat
Great energy and
major
joyful mood
H major Energy, triumph with a Pleasant recollections and
transfer to calm and associations
harmony
A major Happiness
Bright associations accompanied
by a wish to intensify muscular
activity
A-flat
Aloofness
Vague recollections (the level of
minor
the IFR components is low, but it
is the highest one for the minor
tonalities)
H minor Aloofness, transfer
Feeling of tragedy after vague
from mournful
recollections (the level of IFR
insensibility to tragic components is the lowest)
mood
E minor Melancholy,
The mood corresponds to the
dreaminess
interpretation of [50]
C-sharp Fantasy, dream,
The mood corresponds with the
minor
transfer from a day- interpretation of [50]
dream to aloofness and
grief

4. DISCUSSION
The above information proves that the proposed
measurement model can be applied to the “fuzzy”
measurements of the emotions contained in music
fragments.
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A stable deviation of the emotional response to the signalstimuli from a typical one, can be the indicator of an
unhealthy mental state of a person.
The response to more complicated acoustic impacts has
been developed at comparatively later stages of evolution
and depends, to a great extent, on cultural traditions of
listeners and on their psychotype.
The type B measurement uncertainty is determined,
mainly, by the fact that the unified and consistent theory of
emotion scales has not yet been developed.
In fundamental works on psychology of emotions, their
nature and functions [8] and [63], accordingly, it is shown
that there are significant difficulties in the development of
an unambiguously determined scale of emotions.
The type B measurement uncertainty increases due to
incompleteness of knowledge of the role the brain
biorhythms play in mental activity. Even the frequency
limits of biorhythm domains are differently estimated in
literature.
Evidently, if the frequency values of the IFR
intermodulation components are close to the boundaries of
biorhythm frequency domains, then the uncertainty of the
emotional response increases.
The results presented above do not contradict experimental
data given in [49], [64] – [68].

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]

5. CONCLUSIONS
To improve the traceability of “fuzzy” measurements in
the field of humanities, it is expedient to develop
measurement models with a minimum number of parameters
to be measured, each of them having a reference for
comparison. Such an approach corresponds to the definition
of measurability of objects, suggested in [69].
The most efficient way to develop the models of this type
is to apply physical, biological, sociological, economical or
other regularities (depending on the field of measurements)
in them. It is shown that the development of these models
can be facilitated with the help of an evolutionary analysis.
In this case, the measurement procedure is similar to
“strongly defined measurements” [2].
The suggestions given are grounded by example of the
model for making “fuzzy” measurements of expected
emotional responses to musical or other acoustic fragments.
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